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The introduction of skin sub-stiffening features has the potential to modify the local stability and fatigue crack growth performance of stiffened panels. Proposed herein is a method to enable initial static strength sizing of panels with such skin sub-stiffening features. The method uses bespoke skin buckling coefficients, automatically generated by Finite Element analysis, and thus limits the modification to the conventional aerospace panel initial sizing process. The approach is demonstrated herein and validated for prismatic sub-stiffening features. Moreover, examination of the generated buckling coefficient data illustrates the influence of skin sub-stiffening on buckling behaviour, with static strength increases typically corresponding to a reduction in the number of initial skin longitudinal buckle half-waves.
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1. Introduction

An aircraft stiffened panel is a highly efficient structure, designed to carry a range of loading while maintaining a specified level of damage tolerance. One of the advantages of the stiffened panel design is in permitting sections to locally buckle at load levels below the ultimate required capacity of the structure, potentially enabling additional weight savings. This beneficial characteristic is due to the stable post-buckling response of stiffened panels. The efficiency of stiffened panel structure is influenced by the interaction of materials, geometric design and assembly processes. For decades riveted built up metallic components have constituted the traditional aerospace panel structure. Such configurations, with associated manufacturing and fabrication details, have become highly refined and mature. It is therefore recognised to significantly reduce panel weight and cost further, concurrent improvements in materials, design and manufacturing processes are required.

Continual advances in the strength and damage tolerance characteristics of available metallic materials offers opportunity for increased stiffened panel working and limit stresses\(^1,2\). Developments of current and new manufacturing and assembly processes may offer further weight and cost savings. Improvements in high speed machining and extrusion capabilities indicate that widespread application of integral stiffened panel structures may become a feasible cost effective alternative to traditional built up panels, with savings associated with lower labour and tooling costs\(^3\). Advanced joining techniques such as welding and robotic bonding may also contribute to reduced cost and weight\(^4\) in the assembly of multiple integral panels into wing or fuselage sub-sections. In addition, further weight savings are possible by embracing the potential of new manufacturing approaches to generate innovative stiffened panel geometric designs. The concept of skin sub-stiffening introduces local
skin element structural features which transform the skin into a reinforced plate element within a panel and when designed correctly results in increased local fatigue or static strength performance without negatively impacting global panel behaviour. Such panel design grants greater potential for geometric design tailoring to the local panel structural requirements and the new manufacturing methods enable the geometric complexity at acceptable cost.

1.1 Crack containment features
In conventional built-up panels, attached stiffeners act as crack arresters, restraining the propagation of fatigue crack growth. Integral panel structures, however, do not have natural breaks to act as crack arresters and therefore fatigue crack propagation through an integral structure is potentially faster. One of the first applications investigated of skin sub-stiffening has been to improve fatigue crack growth in integral structures with sub-stiffeners designed to act as “crack containment features”. In experimental and numerical research the introduction of skin sub-stiffening has been demonstrated to significantly decrease fatigue crack growth. The published results indicate that multiple regions of skin thickness variation, or crenulations, which are dimensionally wider than they are thicker, offer significant potential for improved panel life performance (see Figure 1).

1.2 Buckling containment features
Considering static strength, numerous plate and panel studies have demonstrated that non-uniform skin thickness can be used to tailor local stability behaviour. Quinn et al. experimentally and computationally demonstrates that the introduction of prismatic unflanged blade sub-stiffeners within panel skin bays (see
Figure 1) can significantly modify initial stability behaviour and improve both the initial buckling, and post buckling collapse performance, thus using sub-stiffeners as panel “buckling containment features”. The improvement in local panel stability is achieved by designing the skin plus sub-stiffeners to initially buckle as a combined unit between the much larger primary longitudinal and transverse stiffeners. This behaviour is dissimilar to panel performance improvement through the introduction of variable primary stiffener size\textsuperscript{12,13}. In the case of variable primary stiffener size, the inclusion of smaller stiffeners between larger stiffeners has demonstrated mass savings and more robust longitudinal and transverse stiffener pitch optimums. Within these studies, the smaller stiffeners enforce skin buckling node lines and thus represent typical panel stability behaviour.

1.3 Available analysis methods

With regard to the design and analysis of sub-stiffened panel structure, the reviewed literature has demonstrated the ability to numerically predict fatigue crack growth and stability behaviour with a high degree of accuracy. A number of studies have validated, using bespoke experimental test data, the application of finite element analysis with shell element idealisations\textsuperscript{5,6,14,21} for this task. However, the application of finite element analysis for initial sizing is not practical given the associated modelling and computational expense.

1.4 Research objectives

Thus to enable the use of skin sub-stiffening features in industrial design ‘efficient’ methods are required for initial sizing of panel structures. Given the importance of static strength in initial panel sizing, the objective herein is to develop an ‘efficient’
method to enable static strength design of panels with skin sub-stiffening features. To this end the following section briefly outlines the conventional panel initial sizing process, which will be adapted to accommodate the complexities of sub-stiffened panel behaviour. An overview of the proposed methodology is then presented before an exemplar demonstration of its application to two basic sub-stiffening configurations. The details of the generated design data are then presented and discussed, including appraisal of the accuracy of the method against experimental test data.

2. Conventional Aerospace Panel Design

Given the practice of allowing the skin elements between stiffeners to buckle at a percentage of the ultimate load, the ability to predict the local buckling, post-buckling and failure behaviour of stiffened panel designs is essential. To this end, a stiffened panel structure can be idealised as a series of plate and column elements. Prediction of panel behaviour and performance is thus achieved using plate and column stability theory. Typically, a post buckled design experiences initial buckling as a local instability of the plate elements such as the skin bays between the lateral and longitudinal stiffeners, and panel failure as an overall instability of stiffener elements between the lateral and longitudinal stiffener intersects. Conventional aerospace initial sizing procedures evaluate and interrogate the various instability modes of the panel elements to predict panel static behaviour and performance. The procedure described in this section replicate the aerospace industrial methods for the analysis of conventional stiffened panels.
Stiffened panel skin bays are typically thin plate elements with degrees of support on all sides. Buckling is typically a short wavelength mode, where the wavelength is of the approximate order of the lateral stiffener pitch. The critical buckling stress of such a plate is defined by

$$\sigma_{CR} = \frac{K \pi^2 E_t t}{12(1-v^2)} \left(\frac{t}{b}\right)^2$$

where $t$ is the plate thickness, $b$ is the plate width between edge support conditions, $K$ is the buckling coefficient and $E_t$ is the tangent modulus to account for material plasticity. The non-dimensional buckling coefficients can be obtained from a number of standard reference sources\textsuperscript{22-25}. For all cases, selection of a suitable buckling coefficient is based on plate aspect ratio and edge support conditions.

Despite the occurrence of initial buckling, portions of plate adjacent to stiffeners are stabilised and are considered to act as part of the effective post-buckled stiffener column. According to Von Karman\textsuperscript{23}, the width of the post-buckled effective plate is defined as:

$$b_{\text{Effective}} = b \sqrt{\frac{\sigma_{\text{Buckle}}}{\sigma_{\text{Stiffener}}}}$$

where $\sigma_{\text{Buckle}}$ is the stress at which the plate element initially buckles and $\sigma_{\text{Stiffener}}$ is the stress at the plate edge when the effective post-buckled stiffener column fails.

Failure of an effective post-buckled stiffener column may be determined using, for example, the secant formula that is given by
Here the critical stress, $\sigma_{\text{Max}}$, can be based on a local material yield or a local stiffener element instability value.

Further details on typical aerospace post-buckling failure analysis for the various potential buckling mode forms of stiffened panels may be found in references 23, 24 and 26.

In summary, current industrial initial sizing processes for conventional stiffened panels rely on simple plate and column analysis equations. However, for novel panel skin geometries, designed to improve local stability or fatigue crack growth performance, the application of conventional plate equations is limited to designs where the skin sub-stiffeners are known to behave as conventional stiffeners i.e. enforcing skin buckling node lines. When the skin sub-stiffeners induce, either intentionally or not, the initial buckling of the skin and sub-stiffeners as a combined unit between the much larger primary stiffeners, the current initial sizing methods are no longer appropriate.

3. Methodology

3.1 Analysis modifications

Considering practical industrial application, the introduction of panel sub-stiffening should require minimal deviation from existing verified design practice. Thus it is proposed that the sub-stiffened panel analysis method is a variation on the conventional skin stability calculation [Eq. (1)], where the conventional plate buckling coefficients are replaced with numerically generated buckling coefficients.
(K') representing the sub-stiffened skin stability behaviour, and the plate thickness replaced with a smeared thickness value ($t_{smeared}$) representing the sub-stiffened skin geometry, i.e.

$$\sigma_{CR} = \frac{K'\pi^2 E_t}{12(1-\nu^2)} \left( \frac{t_{smeared}}{b_{stiffener}} \right)^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

The use of the Finite Element Method, to generate buckling coefficients permits a very flexible way to consider a vast range of sub-stiffener designs and boundary conditions with a single approach. Buckling coefficients could also be generated very efficiently using the Finite Strip Method or general plate stability theory (removing a number of assumptions used in the development of the standard flat plate buckling coefficients\textsuperscript{22}). Finite Strip programs such as PANDA2, PASCO, VIPASA and VICONOPT can consider (separately) a range of possible buckling mode half-wavelengths and so can determine the critical buckling mode, losing only a small proportion of their computational advantage. A more serious drawback comes with applying a general plate stability theory approach, where there is the requirement to know or assume the buckling mode a priori. Given the importance of the form of initial buckling to plate sub-stiffening performance this introduces a major challenge when considering a range of sub-stiffener designs and boundary conditions.

Considering the post buckling and collapse performance of a panel with sub-stiffened skin elements, it is proposed to apply the Von Karmen definition of post-buckled effective width, thus assuming that sub-stiffened skin elements exhibit post-buckled stress distributions which are not significantly different in form to that of a plate of uniform thickness. The accuracy of this assumption will be examined herein.
The existing conventional stiffener column instability calculations can then be employed as normal.

3.2 Implementation

The following sub-sections offer a three step process through which buckling coefficients can be created for individual sub-stiffened skin configurations.

3.2.1 Selection of sub-stiffening design space

Sub-stiffening introduces an increased number of design variables, with each variable potentially having a different influence on stability behaviour, thus a process is required to organise and manage the increased number of design variables. To this end a Design of Experiments (DOE)\textsuperscript{27} approach is proposed, initially to rank the impact of each design variable on the initial buckling behaviour, and develop an understanding of design variable interaction and the potential structural performance range of the sub-stiffening configuration. Clearly this is a most important process and requires careful consideration of the individual sub-stiffening configuration design intent, and the targeted structural application and manufacturing processes.

The output of this initial DOE analysis will be a definition of the design variables (and their range) which will function as attributes to extract buckling coefficients from a generated library. Of worthy note is the target to produce buckling coefficient libraries which reference non-dimensional geometric ratios, such as plate aspect ratio, sub-stiffener height or thickness ratio, imitating standard buckling coefficient data\textsuperscript{22,25}.

3.2.2 Generation of buckling coefficient library
Once the appropriate design space has been identified the raw data required to build a buckling coefficient library may be created. For the selected analysis technique verification and ideally experimental validation for a number of key cases across the design space is required.

Herein the use of the Finite Element Method is demonstrated and thus it is important to stress the robust selection and verification of modelling and solution parameters. The choice of idealisation philosophy is highly dependent on the anticipated behaviour of the sub-stiffening configuration, as the structural idealisation must be capable of accurately representing this. The proposed sub-stiffening configurations which motivate this work, outlined in Sections 1.1 and 1.2, are potentially susceptible to local and global buckling modes. In order to effectively represent the buckling modes it is suggested that the structure be idealised as an assemblage of shell elements\textsuperscript{28,29}. Of key importance is the mesh convergence study for determining the minimum mesh density required to accurately represent the range of buckling behaviours associated with the range of geometry within the defined design space.

Again, considering the proposed sub-stiffening configurations which motivate this work, a linear elastic material model plus an eigenvalue analysis is advocated to determine the buckling behaviour of the structure. The concept of eigenvalue buckling prediction is to investigate singularities in a linear perturbation of the structure's stiffness matrix, obtaining estimates of the critical load at which the response of the structure will bifurcate (buckle). The predicted behaviour will only be valid when the linear perturbation is a realistic reflection of the structure's response before buckling. In the case of any plastic material behaviour this could be considered within Eq. (4), through the material tangent modulus, as is done within the conventional panel
analysis method. This approach considers non-linear material behaviour but still assumes small linear geometric deformations before initial buckling.

Having verified the analysis procedure for the selected sub-stiffening configuration and design space, the process of creating models, running analysis and post-processing results requires automation. For the two case-studies presented herein an assemblage of in-house and Commercial Off The Shelf (COTS) Finite Element programmes have been used to create a tool which enables the user to easily define the sub-stiffening configuration and its design space. The tool in a batch processing mode automatically generates and executes the required simulations and assembles the buckling coefficient library. The coefficients are calculated by

\[
K' = \frac{12(1-\nu^2)\sigma_{\text{Buckle}}}{E\pi^2} \left( \frac{b_{\text{plate}}}{t_{\text{smear}}^2} \right)^2
\]

(5)

where \(\sigma_{\text{Buckle}}\) is the buckling stress predicted by the eigenvalue analysis. In addition to the coefficient magnitudes, the buckling mode is also captured and stored.

3.2.3 Integration within conventional panel sizing methods

Once a buckling coefficient library has been created and verified, it must be possible to integrate this data within the conventional industrial procedures for panel sizing. To demonstrate such integration a panel sizing tool has been created, incorporating the conventional analysis procedures, summarised in Section 2 and detailed in references 23, 24 and 26.

3.3 Sub-stiffening configuration case studies
Having presented a generic overview of the proposed methodology a number of case-studies for two sub-stiffening configurations are presented to demonstrate application. Both configurations, i.e. prismatic unflanged blade and prismatic crenulation, represent concepts highlighted in the literature, Section 1.1 and 1.2.

3.3.1 **Prismatic blade case studies**

Figure 1 illustrates skin sub-stiffening with prismatic blades. These sub-stiffening features are similar in form to conventional primary blade stiffeners, but geometrically smaller. Based on the reviewed literature three generic blade sub-stiffening configurations are examined:

- **CASE PB1** Equally spaced blades of uniform height,
- **CASE PB2** Equally spaced blades with a height distribution defined by the function in the following equation

\[
y = \left(\frac{h_{\text{Min}} - h_{\text{Max}}}{2}\right) + \left(\frac{h_{\text{Min}} - h_{\text{Max}}}{2}\right) \cos \left(\frac{\pi x}{\phi b}\right)
\]  

in which \(\phi = 2\).

- **CASE PB3** Equally spaced blades with height distribution defined by the function in Eq. (6), in which \(\phi = 4\).

A pictorial illustration of each case study configuration is presented along with the analysis results within the following paper section. The function in Eq. (6) enables the definition of potentially advantageous blade and crenulation sub-stiffener height distributions, enabling the tailoring of out-of-plane bending stiffness to reflect typical buckling mode forms and improve buckling resistance.

3.3.2 **Prismatic crenulation case studies**
Figure 1 illustrates skin sub-stiffening with prismatic crenulations. These features are rectangular “pads”, dimensionally wider than they are thick, strategically located along the skin width. Based on the reviewed literature two generic crenulation configurations are examined:

**CASE PC1**  A single centrally located crenulation,

**CASE PC2**  One central and two edge crenulations.

The case studies will focus on fuselage applications, with critical compression loading (of the order of 400 N/mm), and a targeted initial skin buckling to ultimate strength performance ratio of between 1/3 and 2/3. This corresponds with the design intent of the configurations being considered and the available experimental data for validation. The coefficient libraries are generated considering the manufacturing method of panel machining from plate, and thus design space geometric increments equate to typical aerospace machining thickness and height steps.

**4. Results and Discussion**

The buckling coefficient libraries for the prismatic blade configurations are first presented and discussed, before being used to validate the modifications to the conventional sizing methods. Having validated the analysis modifications integration of the coefficient library within a conventional panel sizing tool is demonstrated. The demonstration examines minimum mass designs, with and without skin sub-stiffening, for a range of primary stiffener pitches.

**4.1 Prismatic blade case studies**

**4.1.1 Preliminary design space analysis**
A single DOE analysis is undertaken for the three prismatic blade case studies. Using a fractional factorial DOE method all design variables are treated as discrete and an orthogonal array is used to define which combinations of variables are simulated. Table 1 outlines the design variables along with the variable upper and lower limits appropriate for the selected loading and manufacturing methods. In this case a L8 two-level orthogonal array is used, resulting in a total of eight simulations. Once the simulations are completed, an ‘Analysis of Means’ is carried out to identify the influence of each design variable, Table 1A and an ‘Analysis of Variance’ to determine the relative contributions of the design variable, Table 1B. The following overall observations can be made based on the DOE results presented in Table 1:

- within the studied design space, blade height has the most dominant influence on stability and the lowest impact of the dimensional variables on mass.
- the remaining dimensional variables (skin and blade thickness) and the number of blades per bay make a notable contribution to both stability and mass.
- within the studied design space the analysis indicates that the examined spatial distribution of the blades has a limited influence on stability.

Thus the buckling coefficient libraries will be generated around two key design variables:

- blade height ratio (ratio of blade height to plate width), and,
- blade thickness ratio (ratio of blade thickness to skin thickness, where a thickness ratio of zero corresponds to an un-stiffened skin).

4.1.2 Buckling coefficient library

4.1.2.1 CASE PB1
In order to demonstrate the generated buckling coefficient data in a clear and relevant form a sample of the total available data is presented. To allow immediate comparison of the influence of the design variables, the presented data sample is restricted to equal material volumes (skin plus sub-stiffeners) and a single aspect ratio and boundary condition composition. Figure 2 thus presents data for a skin element of aspect ratio 3.5 with a sub-stiffening configuration of ten blades of uniform height and thickness. The skin is simply supported on all edges and the sub-stiffener edges are supported with material constraints, representing continuous sub-stiffening fore and aft of the section.

On examining the presented data sample in Figure 2 the most significant change in performance can be attributed to increasing blade height ratio. Increasing the blade thickness ratio initially increases the buckling coefficient magnitude, with the increase reducing in magnitude beyond a ratio of 0.5. With regards skin buckling form, increased buckling coefficient magnitude corresponds to a reduction in the number of longitudinal buckle half-waves. The presented sample indicates potentially significant increases in buckling coefficients; however it is important to note that buckling coefficients do not include the influence of material plasticity.

4.1.2.2 CASE PB2

Figure 3 presents a sample of the generated buckling coefficient data, as before the sample is for equal material volume designs of a skin element with an aspect ratio of 3.5 and simply supported skin edges, and material constrained sub-stiffener edges. The general trends are similar to that of the uniform height configuration. However, due to the variable blade height distribution the out-of-plane bending stiffness at the skin centre will be greater than that of a uniform height configuration, explaining the
higher buckling coefficients available. Increased blade height and thickness ratios also correspond to a reduction in the number of longitudinal buckle half-waves, with the maximum observed buckling coefficients again coinciding with a single longitudinal half wave.

The sample buckling coefficient data also demonstrates a case where buckling of the sub-stiffening blades is observed, violating the design intend of the sub-stiffening configuration. This further highlights the importance of understanding the limiting or extreme stability behaviour when developing skin sub-stiffening configurations and appropriate Finite Element meshes for their analysis.

4.1.2.3 CASE PB3

Figure 4 presents a sample of the generated buckling coefficient data, again for a skin element with an aspect ratio of 3.5. Again the observed behaviour is similar to the previous configuration with performance gains corresponding to increasing blade height and thickness ratios. Examining Figure 4, the most significant changes in buckling coefficient magnitude coincide with variation in sub-stiffener blade height ratio. In this case extreme blade thickness (≥1.5) and height ratios (≥0.04) can lead to less optimal buckling behaviour and marginally lower buckling coefficients.

4.1.2.4 Summary

Increasing the out-of-plane bending stiffness at the skin centre can significantly increase the initial buckling resistance of a blade sub-stiffened skin element, with the increased performance typically accompanied with a reduction in the number of initial longitudinal buckle half-waves. With regards to blade height distributions, varying blade height across the skin can yield potentially greater buckling coefficients and
thus performance gains. It is also observed that increasing blade height towards the skin edge is not particularly beneficial. The skin behaviour observed may be categorised into two forms. In the first the skin plus sub-stiffeners buckle as a unit, this form of instability is of particular interest herein. The second form of instability involves sub-stiffeners buckling with the skin remaining in-plane and stable, with this behaviour defining the limits of the particular configuration's design space.

4.1.3 Analysis method validation

The data used to validate the developed methodology is taken from experimental and numerical studies presented in Quinn et al. The experimental specimen was manufactured by machining from plate and consisted of three primary blade stiffeners, two central skin bays and two edge skin bays all strengthened with equally spaced blade sub-stiffeners of uniform height (see Figure 5). The material used was aluminium alloy 2024-T351 and the specimen was designed for pure compression loading. The sub-stiffening configuration resulted in a blade height ratio of 0.055 and a blade thickness ratio of 0.93. The specimens were tested in a 500 kN capacity hydraulic testing machine. A reinforced epoxy resin base was cast on to each specimen loading end, producing clamped boundary conditions; the specimens unloaded edges were left unrestrained during test. Each specimen was strain gauged with gauge locations selected to enable the definition of initial specimen buckling and post-buckling collapse behaviour. Specimen end-shortening was measured during test using two calibrated displacement transducers. To capture skin buckling behaviour during test, a three-dimensional Digital Image Correlation (DIC) system was used. The specimens were loaded monotonically, in displacement control, at a rate of 0.40 mm per minute until failure occurred. Load, deflection, strain data and DIC images
were recorded at 2-second intervals during test. The prediction of panel performance was carried out with the developed sizing tool as outlined in Section 3. Table 2 presents the critical panel loads and modes from the experimental and finite element studies, in addition to the predicted loads and modes produced using the modified sub-stiffening design method. Figure 5 presents the observed experimental initial specimen buckling behaviour along with the predicted skin-bay mode shape. The non-symmetric mode shape in the longitudinal direction displayed by the specimen skin is believed to relate to the specimen’s initial geometric imperfection.

By examining initial buckling, the modified analysis method over-predicts both the experimental and numerical buckling loads by +7.1% and +4.0% respectively (see Table 2). The predicted critical buckling mode form of a single half wave along the length of the skin bay predicted by the modified analysis method is in agreement with the experimental and finite element data as shown in Figure 5. The modified analysis method predicts panel collapse to occur at a load 2.16% lower than that experimentally measured, and 2.84% higher than that predicted by the non-linear Finite Element analysis. For this particular design case, the developed sub-stiffening design methodology predicted sub-stiffened panel performance with a relatively high degree of accuracy against the published experimental data.

Examining the assumption that sub-stiffened skin elements exhibit post-buckled longitudinal stress distributions which are not significantly different in form to that of a uniform flat plate - Figure 6 presents the measured and Finite Element predicted pre and post buckled out-of-plane displacements, surface strains and mid-plane stresses along the longitudinal centre line of the validation specimen. No mid-plane experimental strain data is available, however the numerically predicted displacement and surface strain distribution is in close agreement with the experimental data with
regards to magnitude and trend, indicating that the numerically predicted mid-plane stress distributions are representative of the experimental validation specimen. Considering these mid-plane stress distributions, the transition from a relatively linear pre-buckled stress distribution to a sinusoidal post-buckled distribution with higher stresses at the skin bay edges/primary stiffeners is typical of a conventional uniform flat skin bay, suggesting that the Von Karman effective width assumption is a good approximation for the sub-stiffening configuration under investigation.

4.1.4 Panel design study – primary stiffener pitch

Considering the improved initial buckling performance associated with prismatic blade sub-stiffening a design study has been carried out to determine if these improvements can be translated into lighter or more robust designs. The validated analysis method is used to size a fuselage panel with a target failure load of 400 N/mm and a target initial buckle load of above 132 N/mm. To focus the assessment to skin sub-stiffening the primary stiffener geometry is fixed for both the conventional and sub-stiffened designs. Figure 7 presents the minimum mass designs for a range of primary stiffener pitches.

With regards to the design of a conventional panel, reducing primary stiffener pitch consistently generates a lighter design, with the mass optimal design effectively defined by the minimum stiffener pitch that is acceptable for manufacture. Considering the sub-stiffened panels, the minimum mass designs are less sensitive to the primary stiffener pitch. The increased design robustness attributed to the sub-stiffened panels is also reflected in the predicted mass savings observed. It is worth noting that including the primary stiffener geometry within the optimisation studies would increase the number of design variables available within both the conventional
and sub-stiffened cases and thus may impact on the magnitude between the optimised panel masses.

4.2 Prismatic crenulations

Having validated the proposed design process with sub-stiffening blades this section presents and discusses the prismatic crenulation case studies. Additionally a sample coefficient set is presented against plate aspect ratio enabling direct comparison between flat and sub-stiffened plate coefficient magnitudes.

4.2.1 Preliminary design space analysis

Table 3 outlines the potential design variables for prismatic crenulation configurations. Again a fractional factorial DOE method is used to examine the design variables and the following overall observations can be made based on the ‘Analysis of Means’, Table 3A, and the ‘Analysis of Variance’, Table 3B results:

- alignment of the crenulated cross section to the loading direction has the most dominant influence on stability. Within the studied design space it can be seen that the effect of aligning crenulations perpendicular to the primary loading axis has no stability benefit.
- skin thickness and crenulation width have similar influence on stability and also have the most influence on mass.
- with regards to the impact of crenulation thickness on stability, it is important to note that the interaction of crenulation thickness with skin thickness is more influential than the crenulation thickness alone.
Thus the buckling coefficient libraries will be generated around two key design variables:

- crenulation width ratio (ratio of crenulation width to plate width),
- crenulation thickness ratio (ratio of crenulated section thickness to skin thickness, where a thickness ratio of one corresponds to an un-stiffened skin).

4.2.2 Buckling coefficient library

4.2.2.1 CASE PC1

Following the previous format, Figure 8 presents sample buckling coefficient data from the library generated for the single centrally located crenulation configuration. For a fixed crenulation width ratio, increasing the crenulation thickness ratio leads to larger buckling coefficients. However, for a fixed crenulation thickness ratio, increasing the crenulation width ratio leads to decreasing buckling coefficients. This second relationship is a consequence of presenting equivalent material volume coefficient data and thus increased crenulation width necessarily leads to reduced skin and crenulation thickness. Thus Section 4.2.4 demonstrates a more traditional and unconstrained method of presenting coefficient data. By examining the form of initial buckling, as with the previous blade results, decreased numbers of longitudinal half-waves correspond to increased buckling coefficients and vice versa.

4.2.2.3 CASE PC2

Figure 9 presents sample buckling coefficient data for the sub-stiffened configuration with edge and a central crenulation. Examining the data indicates that, for this particular configuration, increased buckling coefficients correspond to increasing crenulation thickness and width ratios, and an associated reduction in the number of
initial buckle longitudinal half-waves. From Figure 9, it is clear that the crenulation thickness ratio demonstrates greater influence on buckling coefficient magnitude than the width ratio.

4.2.3 Summary

In general the crenulated library data behaviour mirrors the blades sub-stiffener configurations, with increasing out-of-plane bending stiffness of the structure, increasing buckling coefficient magnitudes and reducing the number of initial buckle longitudinal half-waves. Considering the two crenulated concepts studied, the combination of edge and central crenulations offers the highest performance gains within the design space.

Having examined both blade and crenulation sub-stiffening it is possible to compare the stability performance of the two configurations. For a fixed aspect ratio and total mass (plate plus sub-stiffeners), blade sub-stiffening generally enables greater buckling coefficient magnitudes. However it is important to note that blade sub-stiffening has been proposed to control local stability whereas crenulation sub-stiffening has been proposed to control fatigue crack growth, thus a simple comparison of achievable buckling coefficients is only part of a configurations performance attributes.

4.2.4 Aspect ratio

The buckling coefficient data presented in the previous sections is focused on a fixed skin element aspect ratio of 3.5. Figure 10 presents buckling coefficient data for a crenulated sub-stiffened skin with a fixed crenulation thickness and width ratio, but varying skin element aspect ratio. The behaviour observed is similar to that of an un-
stiffened plate, also presented in Figure 10, with an almost exponential relationship between the aspect ratio and the buckling coefficient. For the particular design configurations studied, the performance converges towards a level that is approximately 50% higher than that of an un-stiffened plate. With regards to the critical buckling mode form, the number of longitudinal half-waves for the crenulated design is consistently lower than that of an equivalent un-stiffened plate.

5. Conclusions
Proposed herein is a method to enable static strength initial sizing of panels with skin sub-stiffening features. Through automated Finite Element analysis bespoke local skin buckling coefficients can be generated for various sub-stiffening configurations and local geometry. The proposed methodology limits the required modifications to the conventional aerospace design and analysis processes, and is herein demonstrated and validated for prismatic sub-stiffening features. In addition to providing sub-stiffened skin buckling coefficient data, the process of generating data also offered the opportunity to further understand sub-stiffened panel stability behaviour. General trends indicate that increasing inertia at the centre of the skin element can yield improved performance, with performance increases typically corresponding to a reduction in the number of longitudinal half-waves, with optimal performance occurring when the sub-stiffened skin element behaves as a unit, with buckling corresponding to overall out-of-plane displacement of the skin and sub-stiffening features in a single longitudinal half-wave. The proposed Finite Element based approach may be applied to a large range of sub-stiffening concepts to produce local skin buckling coefficients and thus enable panel static strength design.
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Figure 1  Prismatic sub-stiffening configurations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Blade Height Ratio</th>
<th>0.03</th>
<th>0.04</th>
<th>0.05</th>
<th>0.06</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>m=n</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>m=1,n=1</td>
<td>k=9.4</td>
<td>m=1,n=1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m=2,n=1</td>
<td>k=6.34</td>
<td>m=1,n=1</td>
<td>k=7.3</td>
<td>m=1,n=1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m=1,n=1</td>
<td>k=9.9</td>
<td>m=1,n=1</td>
<td>k=14.3</td>
<td>m=1,n=1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m=1,n=1</td>
<td>k=7.1</td>
<td>m=1,n=1</td>
<td>k=10.1</td>
<td>m=1,n=1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m=1,n=1</td>
<td>k=6.9</td>
<td>m=1,n=1</td>
<td>k=10.2</td>
<td>m=1,n=1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2  Sample buckling coefficient data for CASE PB1 (ten sub-stiffening blades, uniform blade thickness, aspect ratio 3.5, simply supported skin edges, and material constrained sub-stiffener edges).
### Figure 3

Sample buckling coefficient data for CASE PB2 (ten sub-stiffening blades, uniform blade thickness, aspect ratio 3.5, simply supported skin edges, and material constrained sub-stiffener edges).
Figure 4  Sample buckling coefficient data for CASE PB3 (ten sub-stiffening blades, uniform blade thickness, aspect ratio 3.5, simply supported skin edges, and material constrained sub-stiffener edges).
Figure 5  (A) the test specimen, (B) full field view of specimen initial skin buckling behaviour (3D DIC data), and (C) experimental and predicted mode shapes along the specimen skin-bay centre line.
**Figure 6** Measured and Finite Element predicted pre and post buckled (A) out-of-plane displacement, (B) surface strains and (C) mid-plane stresses data at the longitudinal centre line of the validation specimen\textsuperscript{14}. (Experimental surface strains measured using a 3D DIC system).
Figure 7  The relationship between primary stiffener pitch and minimum mass designs for conventional and sub-stiffened fuselage panels.
Figure 8 Sample buckling coefficient data for CASE PC1 (a single centrally located crenulation, uniform crenulation thickness, aspect ratio 3.5, simply supported skin edges, and material constrained crenulation edges).
**Figure 9** Sample buckling coefficient data for CASE PC2 (one central and two edge crenulations, uniform crenulation thickness, aspect ratio 3.5, simply supported skin edges, and material constrained crenulation edges).
Figure 10  Relationship between stability performance and plate aspect ratio for a sample sub-stiffening configuration, crenulation thickness and width ratio.
Table 1 Influence of design variables on mass and stability performance for case study one - Prismatic blades

### A) Analysis of Means

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>Factor levels</th>
<th>% influence on response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lower</td>
<td>Upper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blade height ($h_{\text{blade}}$)</td>
<td>5.0 mm</td>
<td>10.0 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of blades</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin thickness ($t_{\text{skin}}$)</td>
<td>1.0 mm</td>
<td>2.5 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blade thickness ($t_{\text{blades}}$)</td>
<td>1.0 mm</td>
<td>3.0 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatial distribution$^1$</td>
<td>equal</td>
<td>clustered</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Interactions between:

- Number of blades and blade thickness: 3.4
- Blade height and number of blades: 0.2

### B) Analysis of Variance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>Factor levels</th>
<th>% deviation from mean response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lower</td>
<td>Upper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blade height ($h_{\text{blade}}$)</td>
<td>5.0 mm</td>
<td>10.0 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of blades</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin thickness ($t_{\text{skin}}$)</td>
<td>1.0 mm</td>
<td>2.5 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blade thickness ($t_{\text{blades}}$)</td>
<td>1.0 mm</td>
<td>3.0 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatial distribution$^1$</td>
<td>equal</td>
<td>clustered</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^1$ The blades are either equally spaced across the plate or clustered to the plate centre with a 2 to 1 ratio between the edge pitch and the central plate pitch.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Initial buckling load (kN)</th>
<th>Number of initial lateral skin buckling waves (n)</th>
<th>Number of initial longitudinal skin buckling waves (m)</th>
<th>Panel collapse load (kN)</th>
<th>Collapse mode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experimental Data</td>
<td>140.2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>255.0</td>
<td>Stiffener flexure plus local primary stiffener web crippling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Numerical FEM Data</td>
<td>144.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>242.6</td>
<td>Stiffener flexure plus local primary stiffener web crippling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modified Design Method</td>
<td>150.2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>249.5</td>
<td>Stiffener flexure plus local primary stiffener web crippling</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3 Influence of design variables on mass and stability performance for case study two - Prismatic crenulations

A) Analysis of Means

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>Factor levels</th>
<th>% influence on response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lower</td>
<td>Upper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin thickness ((t_{\text{skin}}))</td>
<td>1.0 mm</td>
<td>2.5 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total crenulation thickness ((t_{\text{crenulation}}))</td>
<td>3.0 mm</td>
<td>6.0 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crenulation width ((b_{\text{crenulation}}))</td>
<td>16 mm</td>
<td>64 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crenulation location(^1)</td>
<td>Centre</td>
<td>Edge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crenulation orientation(^2)</td>
<td>0°</td>
<td>90°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Interactions between:*

- Skin thickness and total crenulation thickness 7.0 0
- Crenulation width and total crenulation thickness 5.0 0

B) Analysis of Variance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>Factor levels</th>
<th>% deviation from mean response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lower</td>
<td>Upper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin thickness ((t_{\text{skin}}))</td>
<td>1.0 mm</td>
<td>2.5 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total crenulation thickness ((t_{\text{crenulation}}))</td>
<td>3.0 mm</td>
<td>6.0 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crenulation width ((b_{\text{crenulation}}))</td>
<td>16 mm</td>
<td>64 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crenulation location(^1)</td>
<td>Centre</td>
<td>Edge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crenulation orientation(^2)</td>
<td>0°</td>
<td>90°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^1\) The single crenulation is located at the plate centre or two crenulations are located at the plate edge.

\(^2\) The crenulated cross section is either parallel (0°) or perpendicular (90°) to the loading axis.